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HABITAT, WHETHER 

FOR MAN OR 

WILD THINGS, IS 

BASICALLY NO 

MORE OR LESS 

THAN A PLACE 

THAT PROVIDES 

THE NECESSITIES 

OF LIFE. 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHS ON 

THESE FIRST THREE PAGES 

TYPIFY SOME OF THE 

HABITAT ALTERATIONS 

DEMANDED BY OUR 

TECHNOLOGICAL AGE. 
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WITH EACH CHANGE 

IN THE WAY WE USE 

SOUTH CAROLINA, WE 

CHOOSE WHAT 

SPECIES WILL EXIST 

AND WHERE. 
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WATER LAPS AGAINST BARNACLED PLANKS and rigging creaks 

as the sea-worn ship swings about at anchor, turning its bow to the fresh-falling 

tide. 

On the foredeck a hand-drawn map unfurls as men speak in earnest of 

tomorrow's plans. Amidships, several women stand, one caressing a small child 

clinging to the folds of her dress. Their talk is hushed, hopeful. To port, a swirling 

river and broad marsh catch the day's dying embers. Between the fiery bands of 

marsh and sky, silhouettes of tall cypress and pines, massive oaks and magnolias 

mark a wilderness that will become South Carolina. 

What sights these new Carolinians would see. What joys and hardships they 

would experience. What changes they and others fo llowing them - first by 

boatloads, later by inland trails from the northern colonies-would work on this 

bountiful but vulnerable land. Almost imperceptibly through more than 300 

years, they and their descendants would reshape a wilderness into habitat for 

modem man. 

The impact of these centuries of change, both the blessings and the tragedies, 

and the choices that lie before us unfold within these pages. We will view South 

Carolina as none have ever seen it before, from a standpoint of habitat-past, 

present and future . 

Habitat, whether for man or wild things, is basically no more or less than a 

place that provides the necessities of life. When climate, soil and vegetation 

pem1it an animal to occupy an area, food, water and shelter become the basic 

needs. Yet, the requirements of a particular species may involve complex 

interactions with the physical environment and other species. Some organisms 

like the coyote can thrive under a wide range of conditions. O thers like the Venus' 

flytrap require very specific conditions for life. 

Any habitat is limited to a finite number and variety of life forms which it can 

support. With each change in the way we use South Carolina, we choose what 

species will exist and where. 

The photographs on these first three pages typify some of the habitat alterations 

demanded by our technological age. The remainder of the issue is dedicated to 

the wild places and creatures which form the core of our South Carolina life style. 

They exist only through our awareness of their needs and our willingness to 

provide for them while providing for ourselves. 

Our forefathers struggled against the wilderness. We must find the wisdom to 

recognize the true worth of those precious few wild places that remain. In 

confronting far-reaching decisions about our state's future we must work with 

nature, not against it. All progress proposed in the name of public interest is not 

always in the best interest of the public. 

If we learn anything, let it not be wholesale condemnation for society's 

development and our own prosperity but recognition chat no species can stand 

alone on this planet. If we are to secure the future of our kind , we must choose 

also in favor of natural lands and wild creatures. Such choices will either write the 

legacy for our future or carve our epitaph._-, 
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"BROUGHT INTO 

RIGHT RELATIONSHIPS 

WITH THE 

WILDERNESS, MAN 

WOULD SEE THAT HIS 

APPROPRIATION OF 

EARTH'S RESOURCES 

BEYOND HIS PERSONAL 

NEEDS WOULD ONLY 

BRING IMBALANCE 

AND BEGET ULTIMATE 

LOSS AND POVERTY 

FOR ALL." 

-JOHN MUIR 
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HERE WAS A SOUTH CAROLINA none of 
us ever knew, a wild country where only stonns, 

fire and beavers altered the land. And though it took eons to 
evolve, man changed it in less than four centuries. 

To view what was, and how what is came to be, we must go 
back in geologic time to the end of the Age of Invertebrates, 
Fishes and Amphibians. It is a time just prior geologically to the 
Age of Reptiles and the great dinosaurs, a time before mammals 
and birds. It is a time of approaching continents pushing up the 
mighty Southeastern Appalachians and their foothills, 
mountains believed to have been much higher than our present 
Rockies. 

As we reverse direction , rocketing back in a compression of 
250 million years, the Appalachians will erode and slump to 
fonn the mist-shrouded, timber-mantled peaks we now call the 
Great Smokies. Eroded debris from the aging mountains and 
piedmont, mixed wi th that of the fluctuating Atlantic shore, 
will build a coastal plain overlapping the piedmont's eastern 
edge at what we call the Fall Line. 

It must have been breathtaking, this pristine South Carolina. 
Forests of massive hardwoods and mature pine shaded gin-clear 
mountain streams, tumbling unpolluted from the southern 
fringe of the Great Smoky Mountains, through the rolling 
green-clad piedmont to meander within the vast hardwood and 
cypress swamps, grassy savannas and emerald marshes of the 
subtropical coastal plain. 

During the last period of glaciation, northern tree species, 
especially red pine, jack pine, firs and spruces, dominated the 
forests of this region. Smaller areas of mixed deciduous 
woodland persisted in bottomlands and the dissected terraces 
of some north-south oriented stream systems and in sheltered 
coves. 

Following the last glacial retreat, temperatures rose and the 
landscape began drying. The pines, firs and spruces migrated 

1WSHED 
WlillERNESS 

northward allowing a diverse forest of broad-leaved species 
including oaks, hickories, beech, ironwood, elms and other 
trees to expand. 

From the fi rst known evidence of man in Carolina, about 
twelve thousand years ago, until the first Europeans came, 
Homo sapiens' impact on the land, waters and wildlife was 
minimal and somewhat isolated. 

The Indians perceived aquatic habitat and fish populations as 
a practical element in their lives. Rivers and streams provided 
water for drinking and an avenue for travel, as well as food and 
recreation. Fish were often taken by trapping and through the 
construction of rock and wooden wei rs that led them into 
shallow areas fo r easier harvest. 

Plants provided food , shelter, clothing, implements and 
medicines. Wild animals provided food, clothing and a variety 
of items such as bone needles and fish hooks, sinews for sewing, 
and antlers for flaking or "chipping" stone tools and hunting 
points. 

Hurricanes and fires created by lightning scattered openings 
through the vast wilderness. Wildfires drove animals from cover, 
and the Indians learned to set fires to make game more available 
to their spears and arrows. In the aftermath of these accidental 
or deliberately-set blazes, a flush of greenery provided an 
abundance of foods for numerous wildlife species, ultimately 
assuring a continual supply of provisions for the red man. 

For several thousand years these nomadic people roamed 
throughout the region , existing mainly through hunting and 
gathering. Their adoption of small-scale agriculture did not 
begin until about 1000 to 500 B.C., but by the time the first 
Spanish sails were sighted off South Carolina's sea islands, 
spring through fa ll were spent growing com and other crops in 
small vi llages. With late fa ll , the towns dispersed into smaller 
family groups to hunt deer, turkey and other game in the mast
producing forests. 
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ACCOUNTS FROM A PRISTINE LAND 
From the future harbors of Beaufort , C harleston and 

Georgetown, Europeans saw South Carolina's wilderness for the 
fi rst time. Eyewimess accounts describe the marshes and 
estuaries where ships could safely dock. When Jean Ribault 
sailed into Port Royal Sound in April 1562 he found 
" ... everywhere the highest and greatest Fir-trees that can be 
seen , very well smelling, and whereout may be gathered, with 
cutting the bark only, as much Rosen , Turpentine, and 
frankincense as men could desire." Ribault's "Fir-trees" were of 
course native pines, and his reference to them foretold the 
valuable colonial industry of naval-store production that would 
eventually develop. 

While vast open savannas existed along the coastal plain, 
most scientists agree that early Carolina was heavily forested. 

JO Sourh Carolina Wildlife 

Early explorers left accounts of this pre-settlement South 
Carolina, though some of their descriptions no doubt are 
inaccurate due to little natural history training, hyperbole and 
myth-spreading. 

Travelers venturing inland encountered varying terrain and 
unending expanses of alien landscapes not seen anywhere in 
Europe, though largely similar to other parts of the Southeast. 
Longleaf pines towered over the grasses of abundant savannas 
and flatwoods. Primal cypress and gum swamps paralleled the 
sluggish wanderings of the coffee-colored rivers. Prodigious 
canes and trees grew in abundance. White and red oak, sweet 
gum, cottonwood trees and sycamores also grew to remarkable 
dimensions. In upland areas, river bluffs supported rich stands of 
beech, magnolia, oak and hickory. 

Some of these fi rst explorers, such as William Bartram, Mark 
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8. Only fire and the natural consequences of the weather affected the seemingly endless 
forests of pre-settlement South Carolina. Diverse hardwood species and mature pine 
provided for a bounty of wildlife. 
10-11 . The native Americans soon learned to tap the wealth of rivers and streams that 
laced the land, constructing rock and wooden weirs to trap the waters that teemed with 
fish. For thousands of years the Indian lived in close, practical harmony with the 
wilderness, relying on its waterways for travel, recreation and sustenance, as Theodore 
de Bry's etching from the mid-1500s depicts. 
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Catesby and John Lawson, left accurate and invaluable records 
of a pristine land. 

Bartram journeyed through the coastal plain, and his later 
travels in Alabama prompted him to make a comparison: 
" ... extensive plains of cane meadows and detached groves, 
contrasted by swelling ridges and vales supporting grand 
forests ... embellished with delightful creeks and brooks, the low 
grounds producing very tall canes ... not much unlike the low 
counties of Carolina. It is in fact, one vast, flat , grassy savanna 
and cane meadow." 

Bartram's description of the coastal plain near the Savannah 
River captured the beauty of an unspoiled region. "This ancient, 
sublime forest, frequently intersected with extensive avenues, 
vistas, and green lawns, opening to extensive 
savannas ... agreeably employs the imagination and captivates 
the senses by scenes of magnificence and grandeur. " 

Botanists speculate that much of the coastal region was a vast 
park-li~e stand of open longleaf pine maintained through the 
frequent fires sparked by lighming and set by Indians to drive 
game. Areas that seldom burned probably supported mixed 
pine-hardwood stands. Other unburned coastal areas remained 
in a climax or final stage of forest succession , dominated by 
mature oak-hickory and beech-magnolia. 

Fire-adapted communities such as savannas, pine flatwoods, 
shrub bogs and seepage bogs have declined significantly since 
pre-settlement days. Although the early settlers probably used 
fire to some degree to clear land for agriculture, the intentional 
use of fire diminished in proportion to the degree of occupation 
by white settlers. 

The transition from coastal plain to piedmont was striking to 
travelers grown weary of the Lowcountry. Mark Catesby enjoyed 
his stay at the Savannah's Fall Line near Augusta: "I was much 
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12-13. Early explorers such 
as Bartram, Lawson and 
Catesby preserved their 
findings with pen and 
watercolo1; accurately 
recording a profusion of 
plant and animal specimens. 
Some of these have now 
vanished from the state, 
such as the Carolina 
parakeet, which became 
extinct near the tum of the 
twentieth century. 

delighted in these upper parts, and to find here abundance of 
things not to be seen in the lower parts of the country." 

Where exposed to fire, the piedmont is thought to have been 
oak-hickory with mixed pine-hardwood stands. Areas safe from 
fire were most probably climax forests of massive hardwoods
American chesmut, American beech , basswood and red 
maple-or dominated by oak-hickory with scattered stands of 
shortleaf pine. 

Bartram remarked on forests of black, white and red oaks, as 
well as many species of hickory. The types of trees making up 
these forests are essentially the same ones seen today, with 
American chesmut an important exception. At the turn of the 
century, American chesmut dominated the eastern upland 
hardwood forests occupying 200 million acres and accounting 
for an estimated 25 percent of the forest canopy. That was 
before the fungus Endothia parasitica wiped it out. Efforts to 
control this chesmut blight met with total fa ilure, and the 
virtual loss of the American chesmut remains one of this 
country's great ecological disasters. 

The mountain section of South Carolina also captivated the 
imagination of eighteenth-century explorers and naturalists who 
wrote of its towering peaks, deep cove forests, thundering 
cataracts and scores of new plants. Of one such area Bartram 
wrote: "Keowe is a most charming situation ... it lies in a fertile 
vale, at this season enameled with the incarnate fragrant 
strawberries and blooming plants ... through which the beautiful 
river meanders." Bartram's florid prose also described the 
explosive show put on by sweet-shrub, wild rhododendron , 
mock-orange and flame azalea. 

The vegetation of the mountainous area was generally similar 
to the piedmont except for several species of pines on frequently
burned sites and yellow poplar in the stands of chesmut, beech 
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14-15. Dense forests once covered South Carolina's mountains, 
forests essentially made up of the same types of trees as seen today. 
Sparkling waterfalls and crystalline streams ran clear and free from 
the siltation and pollution that would eventually alter their courses 
and fisheries resources. 
16-17. Elliptical depressions scattered across the state, Carolina 
bays are believed to have been formed by wind and water long before 
the beginnings of America's recorded history. Although countless 
wildlife species once found habitat among these wetlands' huge 
cypresses and grassy meadows, few bays escaped the lumberman's 
ax and farmer 's plow. 

and red maple. The small, more mountainous northwest comer 
featured a luxuriant hardwood forest with over thi rty species of 
trees. Oaks, hickories, yellow poplar and the majestic chesmut 
cloaked the steep terrain of the mountain province. While the 
geographic regions were distinct in their soils, vegetation and 
terrain, they shared an abili ty to provide the essentials of food , 
cover and water for a variety of wildlife and freshwater fish 
species. 

WILDLIFE IN ABUNDANCE 
Tumbling falls, sparkling riffles and shallow pools of cold 

mountain waters were high in oxygen and relatively free of 
silting and vegetation . Blue-speckled brook trout fed easily on 
abundant hatches of aquatic insects such as May fly, stone fly 
and caddis fly and their larvae clinging to the gravel and rock 
bottoms. 

Where the waters slowed in the piedmont, fa irly dense 
canopies of elm, river birch, black willow and alder combined 
with numerous springs to keep the streams cool. Sand and 
gravel bottoms, with alternating riffles and clear pools, provided 
excellent habitat for shiners, sunfishes and darters. Larger rivers 
provided a good food base for bigger species including bass and 
catfish . 

Below the Fall Line, waters warmed and slowed as the land 
flattened. Aquatic vegetation growing from bottoms of sand , 
plant litter and soft silt provided an abundance of aquatic 
organisms for a highly diverse fish population, including 
redbreast and warmouth bream, largemouth bass and crappie, 
pickerel and mudfish , catfish and gar. 

Each zone of vegetation also had its own distinct wildlife 
community. The rich grass and legume understory of the coastal 
pine belt accommodated bobwhite quail and Bachman's 
sparrows. Abundant supplies of natural cavities in the open 
forests favored bluebirds, red-cockaded woodpeckers, brown
headed nuthatches and American kestrels. 

Virgin river swamps provided ideal habitat for the ivory-billed 
woodpecker, the Carolina parakeet and the wild turkey. 
Passenger pigeons, then the world's most abundant bird, sought 
out the rich mast crops of the piedmont hardwoods. Of these 
four species, only the wild turkey survives, and even it had to be 
stocked throughout much of the state. 

It is difficult to know much for certain about the past 
abundance and distribution of wildlife species. Accounts from 

early explorers and travelers suggest that deer, bear and wild 
turkey were quite abundant. Although small game species, 
notably bobwhite quail, mourning doves, cottontail rabbits, 
raccoons and gray and fox squirrels, no doubt were found 
throughout the state, it's probably safe to assume that none 
occurred in large numbers except the gray squirrels and the 
raccoons. 

Quail, doves and rabbi ts may have been more common at 
times in areas where Indian gardens, wildfires, hurricanes and 
other natural disasters "opened up" the forest. It was not until 
the early settlers expanded the primitive farming practices 
initiated by the Indians that these species began to increase and 
to become locally abundant. Scattered small fields supported a 
growth of food-producing plants and an abundance of cover that 
benefited most small game species. 
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A WILDERNESS TO TAME 
Pre-settlement South Carolina was a land of harmony where 

the red man was a part of nature's intricate system. This scenario 
abruptly ended with increasing colonization by the white man 
during the late 1600s and early 1700s. Unlike the Indian, the 
settler viewed virgin land as an obstacle to be dominated. 

With the first pioneers came a period of uncontrolled 
exploitation and wildlife destruction. C hunks of wilderness 
succumbed to the ax and plow to make room for dwellings and 
cropland. Big game and fur species became big business as 
evidenced by our present reference to a dollar as a "buck." 
Competing predator species were systematically destroyed. 

From the mid- to late-1700s the port of C harleston annually 
shipped from 131,000 to 355,000 pounds of white-tailed deer 
hides to European markets. Laws were passed providing as much 
as ten shillings fo r the killing of a wolf, puma, bear or bobcat. 
Such unrestricted slaughter of wildlife coupled with the rapid 
loss of habitat brought about the demise of many species-some 
of which would not recover for centuries. 

Agriculture soon began to gnaw at the land. Rice was . 

18- 19. The Lowcountry's lush 1iver swamps like Four Holes 
supported diverse fish populations including redbreast (left) , bass 
and caifish, animals like the otter (below), and huge flocks of birds. 

introduced to C harleston around 1690 and spread inland a,nd 
along the coast from Cape Fear to Florida. The advent of the 
rice culture saw the first major land-clearing take place as 
70,000 acres of mostly bottomland hardwood and cypress made 
way for rice production. As the rice culture expanded in the 
1730s, more and more virgin habitat vanished, and with it 
prime nursery grounds for many freshwater and saltwater specie~. 

Rice depended on stable water levels that could be 
manipulated through the construction of impoundments. With 
this change came habitat for a variety of wetlands species 
including wading birds, alligators, ospreys and the American 
bald eagle. The changes created by impounding ricefields, 
however, had their tradeoffs in terms of wildlife. Shallow tidal 
areas of fresh, brackish and saltmarsh esn1aries that had long 
provided vital habitat and nursery grounds for a wide diversity of 
marine species such as oysters, shrimp and hundreds of fish 
species were lost. 

Ricefields brought the first major change in the migratory 
habits of waterfowl in South Carolina and the Atlantic Flyway. 
Ricefields were magnetic to migrating waterfowl, and planters 
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20-21. Accounts of early naturalists indicate a state-wide abundance of white-tailed deer and wild turkeys. Wholesale slaughter in the 
mid-1700s combined with the dras tic alteration of habitat for farmland restricted their populations to a few areas within the coastal plain. 

utilized the wildlife resources of rice impoundments for sport 
and for feeding their numerous workers. After the C ivil War and 
the loss of slave labor, the rice industry declined, and several 
wealthy northern industrialists realized that rice plantations 
were excellent places to pursue sport. Their purchases of rice 
plantations began in the 1890s and continued until the 1930s. 

Though the rice culture caused the first major land-clearing, 
most forests were leveled on a small but gradual patchwork 
scale. Altogether, such clearing probably produced the first 
substantial changes in bird distribution and abundance since the 
end of the Pleistocene epoch 10,000 years ago. Some birds of 
the forest interior were replaced by open-edge species as brushy 
conditions at the borders of settlers' fields favored production of 
bobwhites and mockingbirds. Species considered common 
today such as robins, blue jays, meadowlarks and blackbirds 
were much less common 200 years ago. These birds and others 
benefited from the taming of South Carolina. O ther wildlife 
species didn't fare as well. 

The furbearers suffered. It was the furbearing species that first 
attracted Europeans into this country. Trappers preceded even 
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the prospectors for gold, and as they pioneered new areas in 
search of beavers , trading posts that were the harbingers of 
today's modem communities were built. But the animal that 
made it all happen , the beaver, would be completely extirpated 
from South Carolina because of unregulated trapping and 
overzealous agricultural practices. 

THE PRICE OF WHITE GOLD 
Agriculture's change of the landscape plodded along until 

1792, when an event occurred that would forever change South 
Carolina's landscape and forever affect its wildlife. Eli Whitney's 
invention of the cotton gin was much more than a technological 
and social milestone. It was to be the primary instrument of 
significant land-use change in South Carolina. The gin made 
cotton production a money-making venture, and thousands of 
farmers across the state reacted. Vast stretches of forest and the 
animals that inhabited them were doomed. 

Besides stripping the land of its trees, the rush to plant cotton 
in the piedmont created tremendous erosion , resulting in 
long-term damage to the habitat base. Lowcountry residents 





noted with dismay the increasing frequency of floods due to 

upstate erosion. In 1808 nearly 13 percent of the piedmont was 
cleared; by 1860, one-third of the piedmont was cleared. Since 
much land prior to 1860 had been fam1ed but abandoned 
because of erosion, this figure did not include land in a state of 
brush and thicket. 

Rice and cotton plantations displaced many native wildlife 
populations in the coastal region prior to the C ivil War. While 
the rise of cotton farming dominated the piedmont and assisted 
in dooming the Lowcountry rice culture, extensive logging 
occurred in the mountains. With the loss of the deep woods for 
shelter, deer and turkey were overharvested. Other forest
dwelling species also were dramatically affected in these regions. 

Land-use patterns changed so drastically that two furbearer 
species vanished from the scene: the eastern cougar and the red 
wolf. The cougar, also called the panther or puma, once ranged 
across much of the Western Hemisphere. Today, it has 
disappeared from most of the eastern two-thirds of this continent 
because man destroyed the few remaining large tracts of 
undisturbed forest and swampland that once supported it and 
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shot the "dangerous" cougar whenever he could. 
Neither could the red wolf tolerate human disturbance. 

Whittled-down forests and swamps could no longer meet the 
habitat requirements for this broad-ranging species, and it, too, 
was lost. 

Black bears also once ranged through the entire state. 
Considered vem1in , they suffered from constant persecution as 
well as extensive loss of habitat. Saddled with an undeserved 
reputation for fierceness like cougars and wolves, bears were 
viewed as threats to society, and their numbers were drastically 
reduced. Perhaps more than any other species, these three 
symbolize a South Carolina wilderness long past. 

By the time we began to manage our furbearer populations, 
the state had experienced quite a change in furbearer species 
diversity. Land-management practices had stacked the deck 
against the fo rest-dwelling species and in favor of those that 
thrived on open land and disturbances in the environment. 

The gray squirrel , however, easily adapted. While clearing 
woodlands to create fields destroyed some of their habitat, 
squirrels were quick to raid com and other grains planted by the 

22-23. With the introducrion of rice culture came the first major land clearing in the state as impoundments 
like this olcl iicefielcl at Bear Island were constructed to provide stable water levels . Widgeons (below) and 
other waterfowl and wetlands species thrived from this habitat change, but many aquatic creatures did not fare 
so well. 
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pioneers. To control this depredation of crops and to provide 
meat, squirrel-hunting teams were frequently organized, and 
they were effective. In the early 1800s two 50-men squirrel
hunting teams participated in a hunt to reduce the local squirrel 
population. The top two hunters shot 900 and 783 squirrels, 

respectively. 
Although most of the original colonies offered some form of 

legal game protection by the start of the eighteenth century, the 
relentless slaughter of wildlife went on , culminating during the 
late 1800s with unrestricted market hunting for waterfowl and 
plume hunting for wading birds like the snowy egret. 

Nowhere were disturbances and changing land use more 
evident than in the piedmont and the inner coastal plain. By 
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1860 wholesale clearing had opened a major break in a 
continuous forest cover that once ran from the mountains to 
the sea. Now open fields with scattered fragments of fo rest 
covered much of the land. The only continuous forest remaining 
ran along stream bottoms that cut through this region. 

The break in forest cover greatly affected the distribution of 
songbirds. In Audubon's day, fo r example, the tiny wonn-eating 
warbler probably enjoyed a continuous breeding distribution 
throughout the state; today, it is primarily found in the 
mountains and upper piedmont with a few isolated breeding 
instances recorded along the coast. The present disjunct 
distribution of some forest warblers that have breeding 
populations in the mountains and outer coastal plain is probably 

24-25. In tensive plamingof 
cotton stripped the land of its 
protective forests as well as its 
fertility. Exhausted soils no 
longer grew the cover 
necessary for small game. The 
loss of slave labcn· at the end of 
the Civil War brought the 
scratch farms of the late 1800s 
and early 1900s. Tenant 
farmers understood the 
necessity of preserving thickets 
and patches of natural areas 
and were rewarded with a 
ready supply of small game 
animals like quail, rabbits and 
doves. 

a reflection of the deforestation of the piedmont and the inner 

coastal plain's conversion to cotton. 
Very little of the piedmont and inner coastal plain remained 

unturned by the plow. Thousands of woodland acres were 
cleared for the planting of "white gold." In many parts of the 
piedmont from August through December, fields of white 
shimmered as far as the eye could see. 

Landowners lost sight of conservation ethics, and fann prac
tices took their toll on the land. Early farmers did not practice 
crop rotation and other methods of preserving soil fertility. 
Exhausted soils greatly reduced the growth of weeds, legumes 
and grasses necessary to support quail and rabbits in abundance, 
and these species declined from previous population levels. 

ERA OF THE GREAT EDGE 
Exploitative agriculture typified cotton farming in the inner 

coastal plain and piedmont during the late 1800s and early 
1900s, and thousands of acres were left in an unproductive 
condition. Much of the region became useless. 

The 80-year period from the end of the C ivil War to World 
War II's conclusion saw the land-use pattern initiated in the 
antebellum period settle for a while. This was the era of the 

G reat Edge. 
Loss of slave labor fo rced plantation owners to accept tenant 

fam1ers on their land. The large plantations were cut into 
thousands of small one-horse fanm with little pockets of idle 
land , hedgerows and edges. While some forest-dwellers declined , 
other fi eld and edge birds like quail , loggerhead shrikes, field 
sparrows, indigo buntings and brown thrashers benefited from 

th is patchwork fam1 ing. 
The average cotton farm of the piedmont and inner coastal 

plain declined in size from 488 acres in 1860 to 143 acres in 
1880, and finally to an average of 65 acres in 1920. A number of 
large plantations were acquired as hunting preserves by wealthy 
individuals from the North, thus maintaining and in some cases 
enhancing their value to wildlife. Hunting plantations, smaller 
farms and "tenant" plantations improved habitat conditions for 
quail and rabbit but to a lesser degree for doves and squirrels. 

Operators of small farms understood the importance of the 
plum thicket in the comer of the back-forty field to a covey of 
quai l, a briar patch on the ditchbank to the rabbit, and the 
white oak den tree in the wood lot to the squirrel and raccoon. 
They took steps to see that these areas were preserved. Wildlife 
was a source of food and Saturday afternoon recreation after the 
chores were done, but more importantly wildlife was as much a 
part of the fann as the com, cotton and cow. 

The scratch fam1S of the tenant system were creating 
excellent habitat for quail , rabbits and doves. But change was 
on the way again, dramatic changes in agriculture and 

economics. 
People left the small fanm in droves for city life. The fanner's 

back forty turned into a second-growth stand of sweet gum and 
pine. Turkeys and summer tanagers began replacing quail and 
meadowlarks. Fann acreage decreased by nearly 50 percent; the 
total number of farms declined by over 83 percent. Average 
farm size almost tripled, reflecting consolidation of farm 
holdings. This trend had begun in the piedmont in the wake of 
the boll weevil infestations, decreased soil fertility, post-war 
collapse of agricultural prices, and extreme soil erosion. 
Paralleling the trend was a 40 percent reduction in the acres of 
land in row-crop production and a more than doubling of 

acreage of improved pasture. 
The era of cleaner and more mechanized fanning was coming 

on strong, and it combined small patchwork fields into large 
unbroken tracts suitable for intensive cultivation . Fields became 
larger; hedgerows and idle comers were eliminated. Of all the 
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26-27. The gray squirrel, a forest 
creature that adapted to the shift in 
land use that created the Great 
Edge, became so numerous that 
farmers considered it a nuisance 
predatcn: O thers like the cougai; 
wolf and beai; which needed large 
tracts of undisturbed habitat, were 
believed to threaten man. With the 
loss of the deep woods , deer ancl 
turkey were also overharvested. 
Species which could endure 
environmental disruptions and 
survive on open land macle up the 
state's only thriving wildlife 
populations. 
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factors hurting small game habitat, this change would be the 
most significant. Edge species like quail declined. In those fan11S 
that survived the post-war social upheaval, efficiency became 
the keyword. Those farmers that couldn't make it gave up. 

Nearly four million acres of farmland were abandoned. Pine 
forests crept from one fallow field to the next. Much of the 
farmland abandoned during this period was acquired by timber 
companies, planted in pines and intensively managed on a short 
rotation to produce fiber and paper products. Short rotations 
restricted growth of legumes and other food-producing plants fo r 
extended periods and limited the prescribed use of fire. 

Intensive farming efforts and poor soil conservation washed 
tremendous amounts of soil and pesticides directly into 
watetways. Silt clouded streams, settled in pools, fi lled 
backwaters and destroyed productive stream and river habitat. 

It was not until the tum of the twentieth century that land 
taming really began to bring major changes to water resources. 
Increases in agriculture, logging and population levels during 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, undoubtedly 
impacted the water as well as the land. 

Faced with floods, erosion and a growing need for energy, 
engineers drew up plans to control rivers, plans that would result 
in huge dams. This changing of South Carolina's waterways is a 

story of tremendous impact. 
The first significant altering of river systems had occurred in 

the Colonial period. Rivers provided the best means of 
transportation then, and as early as 1714 legislation was passed 
to improve inland navigation . By 1780, the legislation included 
nearly all of South Carolina's rivers. Canals cut through much 
of the state. One such alteration was the Santee-Cooper Canal 
designed to link Charleston and inland towns. 

Four canals on the Catawba River were completed in 1830. 
At the height of inland navigation's development, more than 
2,000 miles of navigable water existed, and every region of the 
state except the Greenville area was accessible by water. 

Valuable wetlands were often considered as the best routes for 
these projects, and in some cases stream channels were straight
ened. Undesirable changes in aquatic populations, birds and 
other wildlife dependent upon these lands and waters resulted. 
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28-29. Poor land-use pracrices dumped 
soil and pesricides into waterways, and 
soon once-pure streams were clouded 
with silt and unable to support their 
formerly diverse popularions of fish. 
Impoundments constructed to meet the 
demands of society des troyed the habitat 
of many riverine fish, including the riny 
tessellated darter (above). Spawning 
grounds of mountain trout and sites of 
many unique plants such as the Oconee 
bell were al.so lost. 

DOMINION OVER THE WATERS 
In the mid-1800s, turbines were developed that could 

efficiently produce electricity from flowing water, and dams 
began appearing that were much larger than the small affairs 
used to power gristmills. Piedmont streams' high relief was 
well-suited to impoundment, and industry quickly took 
advantage of gravity's tug on water. In the beginning, individual 
factories built their own da111S and had their own sources of 
electricity, but in 1895, the Columbia Water Power Company 
began a trend toward commercial electricity that has intensified 
and reached a level of bewildering complexity today. 

Because of flooding and a growing appetite for electricity, 
rivers that had flowed freely since their beginning began to have 
huge barriers of earth and concrete thrown across them. Wylie 
Dam's construction on the Catawba River in 1904 marked the 
beginning of large-scale efforts to develop hydroelectric facilities 
on the state's major streams. Through the 1930s, major 
hydroelectric faci lities created lakes Wateree, Cedar Creek and 
Fishing C reek on the Catawba River, Parr Reservoir on the 
Broad, and lakes Murray and Greenwood on the Saluda River. 

During the 1940s and 1950s the massive Santee-Cooper lakes 
and Clarks Hill Reservoir were consrructed for hydroelectric 
production. The last impoundments created primarily for 
hydroelectric production were Lake Hartwell in 1962 and 
recently, Lake Russell. Shortnose sturgeon, blueback herring 
and the famed striped bass once ranged freely up South 

Carolina's rivers, but damming of the Savannah, Santee and 
Cooper rivers restricted these species' natural spawning in the 
upper stretches. 

While dams disrupted and destroyed habitat for many species, 
they also created huge fishing lakes. Forage fish , most notably 
gizzard shad, found excellent habitat conditions as the large 
impoundments fi lled. Increased aquatic srructure, an abundance 
of insects, newly-spawned fry and smaller fish caused a fishing 
boom in game fish such as largemouth bass, crappie, bluegill 
and shellcracker bream. 

Without doubt, the best known fisheries success story began 
with the discovery that striped bass trapped in the Santee
Cooper system were spawning within the Congaree and 
Wateree rivers that fed lakes Marion and Moultrie. Santee 
Cooper became known worldwide for its striped bass, and 
hatchery work by freshwater fisheries biologists soon spread the 
"landlocked" stripers to other reservoirs throughout the state 
and nation . Trades were made for species from other states, 
including blue and flathead catfish, sauger and walleye. 

While many riverine aquatic species suffered with the loss of 
habitat, the cold tailwaters of some lakes allowed limited 
dispersal of mountain trout into new regions of the state. Water 
released from deep within Lake Murray, for example, was found 
to be approximately 55 degrees Fahrenheit-cold enough to 
support trout, provided oxygen content is kept high . In the late 
1950s, trout were stocked into this lake's Saluda River tailwaters. 
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30. The state's large 1ivers 
were dammed, covering 
thousands of acres of 
timber and wetlands. As 
the large impoundments 
filled, game fish such as 
largemouth bass, crappie 
and bream thrived in the 
increased aquatic 
structure, and the 
landlocked Santee-Cooper 
striped bass population 
became f amou.s world
wide. While the huge lakes 
created a boom in 
recreational fishing, the 
face of South Carolina had 
been changed. 

Other tai lwater trout fisheries, notably those below Lake 
Hartwell , were also stocked but virtually destroyed by the 
impounding of the Richard Russell Reservoir immediately 

downstream. 
During the 1970s and 1980s lakes Monticello, Keowee and 

Jocassee were constructed to cool nuclear power stations and to 
utilize the developing technology of pump-back storage. 
Unfortunately, the impoundment of Jocassee Reservoir in 1972 
inundated approximately 22 percent of South Carolina's trout 
streams. Fifty percent of the habi tat for the Oconee bell , a 
beautifully delicate plant, also was lost under Jocassee's waters. 

The end result of the damming of the state's rivers is a 
network of large impoundments totaling close to half a million 
acres. South Carolina now ranks ninth in the nation for total 
acres of large impoundments of 500 acres or more , an accurate 
indicator of the magnitude of changes man created in a land 
where cutoff river channels, or oxbows, were once the only lakes. 

A SENSE OF WILDERNESS LOST 
Incredibly, it was not until the nineteenth century drew to a 

close that a demand for wildlife conservation began to be felt. 
In 1910 the Audubon Society appealed to the South Carolina 
legislature, and the office of Chief Game Warden was established 
to coordinate the efforts of local game and fish wardens in 
protecting remaining game and freshwater fishery resources. 
With increased law enforcement, public sentiment favoring 
game laws, and the stabilization of land ownership and 
management, wildlife populations began traveling the slow road 

to recovery. 
C hanges in land-use patterns and waterways following World 

War II set the stage for what we have come to know as modern 
wildlife and fisheries management. 

Beginning in the early 1950s deer and turkeys were given 
special management and protection within the remaining forest 
strongholds of the newly fonned Francis Marion National Forest 
and the state-owned Webb Center tract in Hampton County. 

These big game species would be reintroduced into the more 
nonhem Sumter National Forest and other suitable lands now 
owned by timber companies within the state's western and 
central piedmont sections. By 1971 the state's current wildlife 
management area program for leasing public wildlife lands 
would begin. 

From colonization in the early 1600s to the beginning of the 
twentieth century many changes occurred in South Carolina, 
accomplishing a better standard of living for mankind. All too 
often these changes were to the detriment of wildlife and 
freshwater fish species. 

A great many people believe the settlers' indiscriminate 
hunting began wi ldlife's demise, but this is only panially true. 
The most severe and long-lasting impact of European settlement 
in Nonh America came not from the direct killing of wildlife but 
from the elimination of wilderness habitat by intensified farming. 

The original Carolina landscape is gone forever. There are a 
few priceless remnant patches left, however, to show us what we 
have lost , where we are now, and what courses must be followed 

in future years . . -. 
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"IN WILDERNESS IS THE 

PRESERVATION OF THE 

WORLD." 

- HENRY DAVID THOREAU 
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HE PAST HAUNTS OUR LAND. Relicts of 

bygone habitat linger on the Carolina 
landscape ... Four Holes Swamp ... Congaree National 
Monument . . . Bulls Island ... Branchville Bay .. . Station Cove ... 
Shealy's Pond ... the "Museum Tract" and several other natural 
areas are all reminders of the way our land used to be. 

The John de la Howe School's Museum Tract in McCormick 
County provides a glimpse of what is believed to be one of the 
last undisturbed remnants of the forest that once dominated this 
state's piedmont. So rare is this site the National Park Service 
designated it a National Natural Landmark in 1976. Protected 
from fire and timbering since 1797, ancient lob lolly pines grace 
the gentle slopes and shortleaf pines cover its ridges. The state's 
largest shortleaf pines live here, and several species of oaks and 
the southern sugar maple approach state record size. 

The majestic forest that once stretched in all directions from 
the Museum Tract is forever gone, a victim of our forefathers' 
needs for living space and agricultural lands. 

Protecting habitat and the wildlife it supports is, apparently, a 
difficult lesson to learn. In his classic book A Sand County 
Almanac, Aldo Leopold lamented vanishing wilderness. "Man 
always kills the thing he loves, and so we the pioneers have 
killed our wilderness. Some say we had to. Be that as it may, I 

am glad I shall never be young without wild country to be young 
in. Of what avail are forty freedoms without a blank spot on the 
map?" 

Sheer luck, isolation and the foresight of a few individuals 
have preserved a few blank spots where South Carolinians can 
still find wild country to be young in. Designated Heritage Trust 
Natural Areas, these rare jewels of nature sparkle from the 
mountains to the sea. 

Eastatoe C reek Gorge in Pickens County is a steep mountain 
gorge where rare plants and a self-sustaining trout population 

ING 
LAND 

thrive. Not too far away, the Watson Tract also features native 
trout streams and a mountain bog where rare plants grow. 

In the piedmont, Stevens Creek Natural Area is a 
McCormick County bluff harboring the extremely rare 
Miccosukee gooseberry plant, the rare Webster's salamander and 
a mature hardwood forest similar to those of the northern 
Appalachians. Numerous rare and uncommon wildflowers 
make this natural area an exemplary wildflower site. Lancaster 
County's R at Creek/Forty-Acre Rock Natural Area is a diverse 
assemblage of rare vegetation and endangered plants on a flat 
rock outcropping. Across the state in Aiken County the 
Savannah River Bluffs nurture a mature hardwood forest with 
numerous rare plants. Ancient rock fish traps, which Indians 
placed in the river there, still remain. 

Along our coastal plain, Beaufort County's Victoria Bluff 
consists of unusual pine flatwoods dominated by slash pine, saw 
palmetto and rare plants. Capers Island in Charleston County 
offers a pristine view of our barrier island system that provides 
habitat for the endangered loggerhead turtle. Farther up the 
C harleston County coast and in adjoining Georgetown County, 
the Santee Coastal Reserve, the Santee Delta Wildlife 
Management Area and the Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center consist 
of a complex of barrier islands, saltmarsh, freshwater 
impoundments and associated uplands. In addition to intensive 
management for waterfowl these four protected areas provide 
habitat for wildlife such as shorebirds, wading birds, turkeys, 
deer and threatened and endangered species including alligators, 
bald eagles, red-cockaded woodpeckers, ospreys and nesting 
loggerhead turtles. 

Elsewhere, regenerating pine forests, raw clear-cuts, cities, 
towns, small communities and new industries cover the state 
with a patchwork quilt of natural habitat alteration and 
destruction. 
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34. Lush green corridors of cool water still cut through the mountains just as they did when only Indians lived there. Now, the Indians are 
gone, free-flowing streams far fewer and threatened by further changes. Cutting trees near the streams, for instance, pennies sunlight to 

strike the water and increases siltation. This seemingly minor change holds major consequences for trout and other stream organisms 
dependent on clear, cool, oxygen-saturated watei: 
36-3 7. Stevens Creek glows with wmm fall pastels of a remnant hardwood forest similar to that of the northem Appalachians. Similar 

THE COST OF PROGRESS 
Chain saws and bulldozers level more than 2,000 acres of 

land in the United States each day. If strung together like a 

great interstate highway, all of the nation's habitat destruction 

and alteration occurring each year would equal a bulldozed strip 

one mile wide running from New York to California. Land is our 

most gought-after commodi ty. It is the one thing our inventive, 

technological society can't manufacture. 

Massive developments such as shopping malls, 

condominiums, industrial parks and posh housing projects 

impact with untold severity our natural areas. Even the present 

trend of moving to the countryside adds to chis problem as 
homesites invade forests and fields altering habitat at an 
alanning rate. Wherever a new home is carved out of wilderness, 

power lines, phone lines, roads and driveways fragment a 
landscape which is already a mosaic of man-made alterations. 

Forest fragments in effect become "islands" surrounded by a 
"sea" of unrelated habitat. Some species benefit; ochers lose. 

"Escaping to the country" brings ocher problems besides 
habitat alteration . Newly arrived country dwellers often bring a 

variety of animals such as chickens, domestic turkeys, dogs and 
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cats to the "out-back" thereby increasing disease and parasite 

transmission between domestic and wild animals. Free-ranging 
dogs and cats threaten the adults and particularly the young of 

many wildlife species. 
Because of their wonderful abili ty to fl y, birds seem free to 

escape the changes brought by man. Unfortunately, this is not 

the case, and for this reason birds drive home the point that 

habitat alteration affects all wi ld things. 
No better example of a habitat-dependent species can be 

found than the red-cockaded woodpecker. This specialist, about 

the size of a bluebird, depends upon relatively open old-growth 

living pines free of hardwood understory for nest sites. Only 
old-growth pines develop the red-heatt disease that softens the 
tree's interior making it possible for the red-cockaded to excavate 
a cavity into the heartwood. Modem forestry management 

dictates the harvest of pines before red-heart disease can 

develop. Because of the red-cockaded's endangered status, 

however, some timber companies and government agencies 
now preserve stands of old pines suitable for cavity sites, and 

colonies of red-cockaded woodpeckers at last can find places to 

live and reproduce. 



unintenupted hardwoods once covered the land with every color known to autumn. 
Coastal development threatens our few remaining pristine barrier islands. Such unspoiled banier islands buffer the mainland and serve as 
"last chance" refuges for loggerhead turtles, shorebirds and other wild creatures threatened by our growing presence along the Atlantic. 

Shorter rotations and faster growing pines also translate into 
decreased woodland diversity. Wood ducks, barred owls and 
woodpeckers other than the red-cockaded lose nesting cavities; 
species including raccoons and wild turkeys lose valuable mast
producing hardwoods. 

Conversion of mast-producing hardwood stands to short
rotation pine plantations most noticeably affects raccoons in the 
state's upper piedmont region . Raccoons there feed heavily on 
hardwood mast such as acorns, hackberry and wild cherry. 
Converting hardwood to pine timber production destroys these 
animals' food source and den trees thus limiting habitat carrying 
capacity, the number of animals a given area can support. 

Coon hunters, understandably, are upset. Their most 
common response to a decrease in the raccoon population is to 
demand restocking of more animals. This is not effective , and, 
in fact, is often detrimental to the native raccoon population. 
Introduced animals bring increased chance of disease and 
certain competition for shelter and food. 

Understanding the limitations of habitat is another 
apparently difficult lesson to learn. Farmers discovered a long 
time ago that only so much grain can be grown in a field. To 

increase the planting rate does not increase the yield. In 
competing for limited nutrients, the plants become stressed, and 
total production decreases. Similarly, the only key to increasing 
the raccoon population or any other wildlife species is to increase 
the quality of the habitat which these species must have to grow 
and survive. 

OUR ENDANGERED WETLANDS 
In an era when habitat conservation and improvement is 

sorely needed, our priority too often remains the alteration of 
the land and its resources with little or no thought to future 
consequences. The alteration of our wetlands is a striking 
example. 

Many Carolina bays have been converted to warehouse sites 
and garbage dumps while other bays have been drained, 
timbered and cultivated. Most altered bays have been planted in 
row crops. The impact of such actions adversely affects almost 
all wild species that live there. 

Particularly vulnerable to such changes in wetlands habitat 
are the wading birds-herons, egrets, ibises and wood storks. 
Often thought of as environmental indicators of wetland health, 
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38-39. Unrestricted hunting 
for their plumes and the 
thoughtless draining of 
wetlands once reduced 
populations of wading birds 
such as great egrets (left) to 
the extent that locations of 
active rookeries were 
well-guarded secrets. 
Green-backed herons ( right) 
and other wading birds form 
rookeries over water to deny 
predators easy access to their 
nests. Drained wetlands force 
these birds to look for new 
rookery sites or suffer high 
nesting losses. 
40-41. This primitive denizen 
of swamps, estuaries and 
marshes experienced two 
severe problems auhe hands 
of man: overharvesting and 
habitat loss. Protection has 
enabled alligator populations 
to rebound, but its wetland 
habitat must be closely 
watched lest the pendulum 
swing against the great reptile 
once again. 
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these wading birds band together in mixed groups called 
rookeries or heronries during thei r nesting season. 

Aerial surveys reveal that South Carolina has some of the 
largest and most abundant rookeries on the East Coast. O ur 
present wading bird numbers would be a revelation to tum-of
the-century ornithologist Arthur Wayne. Relentlessly 
slaughtered during the breeding season for plumes to adorn 
ladies' hats, wading birds such as the snowy egret were 
considered by Wayne to be almost extinct in 1910. 

The National Audubon Society adopted the great egret long 
ago as a logo to spearhead bird conservation in twentieth
century America. Though we often take the widespread 
abundance of these graceful birds for granted, their saga is one of 
the most successful wildlife comeback stories of modem times. 
In this era of rapid and permanent changes, however, no wild 
species is ever completely secure. 

Present declines of wading bird numbers from their center of 
abundance in Florida provide cause for concern. These birds 
nest over water fo r protection from predators. The tre_mendous 
losses of wetland habitat and the lowering of watertables caused 
by one of the fastest-growing population rates in the country 
have cast a dark shadow on Florida's rookeries-foretelling 
of possible events to come in South Carolina. 

Though we should do so only in the direst of circumstances, 
we can, and do, easily drain the deepest wetbnds. Salt marshes, 
freshwater marshes, swamp forests and Carolina bays are places 
where water rules, but they are not the mosquito-infested 
wastelands people once believed them to be. Natural , unaltered 
wetlands provide important, valuable benefits to man and 
wildlife alike. As wetlands continue to be destroyed we lose 
flood control, water purification , aquifer recharging, invaluable 
habitat for fish and wi ldlife and aesthetic benefits. The 
floodplain corridors along which much animal movement and 
plant dispersal take place, aiding South Carolina's long-term 
natural diversity, also are altered. 

C utting the timber from a swamp takes shelter and food 
supplies away from animals. Filling a marsh to erect a building 
steals the habitat of fish and bottom-dwelling organisms. We 
seldom think about the intricate, frag ile system being impacted 
when we dredge a shallow area to get a boat to a dock, drain 
field lines into a swamp or dump trash and garbage into a 
marsh. 

Whether such acts are done at random by a thoughtless 
individual or in a large-scale concerted effort, irreplaceable 
habitat is damaged. Proliferating urban expansion , industrial 
sites, commercial establishments and recreational faci lities 
significantly impact wetlands across the state. Not to be 
discounted as a major influence are the extensive highway and 
railroad networks crossing and recrossing many streams, swamps 
and marshes. Interruption of nom1al drainage patterns, canopy 
removal and increased siltation fo llowed by erosion can severely 
damage surface waters. 
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42 -43. Withits stickandmud 
dams, the beaver quickly and 
dramatically alters habitat. In 
an era infamous for wetlands 

destruction, the beaver has 
proven to be a blessing. 

Landowners who still view the 
beaver as a nuisance fail to 

appreciate the natural wealth its 
woodland pond habitat brings in 
the form of waterfowl and other 

wildlife. 

Stream channelization projects are another of man's 
"improvements" that create a unique brand of wetland habitat 
loss passed on to wildlife and fisheries resources. 

Channelization frequently involves removing all obstructions 
from a waterway. Often, no cover is left, either on the 
streambank or in the water, and what used to be a diverse 
habitat with abundant shelter and spawning structure for fish 
becomes a veritable desert. 

Water is endowed with many fascinating characteristics, one 
of which is that the cooler the water, the more dissolved oxygen 
it can hold. As a result of canopy removal during channelization 
or other forms of land clearing, a stream absorbs more solar 
energy; temperatures increase and dissolved oxygen values 
decrease. Since the rate of drainage from surrounding areas is 
increased, siltation also increases. Lower oxygen values and 
increased temperature can be deadly to fish and other aquatic 
organisms. 

Faster runoff rates resulting from channelization often mean 
that a steady flow in the streambed is eliminated. The bed may 
be nearly dry during the summer but frequently scoured by high 
flows during wetter periods-an extremely harsh environment 
for any species to survive in . 

Those species which can do so abandon such altered areas. 
Others that cannot adapt perish, although their declines often 
come not in immediate die- offs but in a gradual lessening of 
population numbers. 

In an era when wetlands are needed more than ever, South 
Carolinians and Canadians could learn from nature's pre
eminent architect-engineer, the beaver. 

The beaver illustrates nature's dynamic way of attempting to 
maintain environmental equilibrium despite man's meddlesome 
ways. Though they vanished from South Carolina late in the 
eighteenth century, beavers invaded South Carolina from 
Georgia in the 1940s about the time the Fish and Wildlife 
Service released six beavers near Sandhills National Wildlife 
Refuge. The animal's re-established range includes 36 of the 
state's 46 counties. 

Although some criticize the beaver for flooding timberlands 
and fields and felling trees, its mud, stick and leaf-packed dams 
back up streams into wooded areas where cover and food provide 
welcome habitat for a variety of wildlife. 

The beaver's small, shallow wetlands, particularly in the 
piedmont, represent one of the most limited and precious 
wildlife habitats. Their presence is the major factor in providing 

waterfowl habitat inland of the coast today. Numerous beaver 
ponds reduce gunning pressure at some of the traditional 
waterfowl hunting grounds and provide excellent nesting and 
brood-rearing habitat, especially for wood ducks-a species that 
has risen from a point near extirpation to the number one bird 
in South Carolina waterfowl hunters' bags at a time when 
migrating species are declining. 

Declining wetlands and waning waterfowl are no mere 
coincidence and by no means South Carolina's problem alone. 
The prairies of Canada and the northern United States 
constitute pothole country, in some areas as many as 80 per 
square mile. These potholes are being drained and filled on a 
large scale. 

This practice is not a new one. It has been going on for years. 
Some farmers drain and fill potholes to simplify the utilization of 
their huge equipment. With others it appears to be a part of the 
work ethic ... the farm looks better without potholes. 

Waterfowl that make it to South Carolina do so for the same 
reason they did 150 years ago- impoundments. Prior to the 
construction of these impoundments, ducks were dispersed 
elsewhere along the Atlantic coast, many in the bays and 
sounds of North Carolina. 
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44-45. Gravity's incessant pull upon mountain-born streams 
tempted men to dam them for power. There is no denying the beauty 
of a Lake]ocassee sunrise; neither is there denying that the reservoir 
covered much of South Carolina's finest streams for rainbow 
(right) , brown and brook trout and rare plant habitat. 

Though originally intended to grow rice, and later to attract 
waterfowl, impoundments spin off valuable environmental 
benefits . Wading birds and shorebirds depend greatly on these 
man-made wetlands, especially during periods of migration. 
Properly managed impoundments with a flow-through water 
management regime may actually improve some aspects of the 
estuarine ecosystem. Numerous furbearers and rare, threatened 
and endangered species closely associate with impoundments. 

These same waterfowl management practices help maintain 
South Carolina's bald eagle population . Eagles often feed in 
winter on gallinules, coots and injured or sick waterfowl. 
Consequently, many eagle nests are found near waterfowl 
impoundments. Neighboring states such as Georgia and North 
Carolina don't have the eagle numbers that we have, and the 
difference may vety well be due to ricefield impoundments. 

RESERVOIRS OF POWER 
Further inland near the Fall Line, the term "impoundment" 

takes on a different meaning. Man's creation oflarge, new types 
of lakes known as reservoirs poses vast and far-reaching 
implications for habitat alteration . 

While these impoundments, like the coastal ricefields, have 
their positive aspects, 35 hydroelectric plants use waters in or 
adjacent to South Carolina. 

We have dammed enough rivers. 
The Savannah River gives perspective on the magnitude of 

this type of massive habitat alteration . From the point at which 
its waters enter the northwest com er of South Carolina until it 
reaches a point just south of Augusta, Georgia, not one mile of 
natural flow exists. O ver 150 miles of riverine habi tat have been 
flooded to create lakes Hartwell , Russell, Clarks Hill and 
Stevens C reek. 

In South Carolina, streams and rivers impounded typically 
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are located in the piedmont above the Fall Line. Before the 
waters backed up, relatively stable habitat types that had evolved 
through the centuries existed in harmony with the 
environment. 

Impounding a stream and forming a reservoir creates many 
changes in the physical, chemical and biological makeup of the 
aquatic system. Also, reservoirs possess different characteristics 
than do natural lakes. The most obvious of such differences are 
that reservoirs have a greater amount of shoreline, water level 
fluctuation, turbidity and flow-through since water is stored for a 
shorter period of time than in natural lakes. When water flows 
from a natural lake, its outlet is at the surface; a reservoir's outlet 
can occur at a variety of depths, a factor of particular significance 
in tailwaters' temperature and oxygen levels. 

During a lake's filling and stabilization period, flooded 
vegetation dies, decomposes and releases nutrients which in 
time increase the productivity of the water. Animals able to 
escape must seek new range, thus crowding other animals. 
Others succumb adding an immediate source of food for fish. 

Filling creates new habitat structures, particularly in the 
shoreline areas, and, more importantly, it permits a tremendous 
expansion of aquatic habitat. Many species within the former 
river's fish population discover a vast amount of habitat with 
more cover, food and a more productive medium. Elevated 
nutrients increase the standing stock of fishes that can be 
supported. Many fish species react to this increased habitat with 
extensive spawning. 

The old saying that nature abhors a void was never so true. 
Fishermen call this the "boom" period when fishing is quick and 
easy for five years or so, but this new and different habitat is 
adverse to some species. Suckers, flathead catfish, selected 
species of minnows, darters and pickerel decrease in abundance. 
These fish species for the most part are not suited for reservoir 
habitat. Despite the decrease of some fish populations in new 
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46-4 7. As dams went up, sprawling reservoirs covered the land. 
Terrestrial vegetation gave way to aquatic, and fish such as the 
crappie (left), largemouth (below) and the flat bullhead found 
themselves members of intricate reservoir food chains. 

reservoirs, largemouth bass, bluegill, gizzard shad, threadfin 
shad, crappie, some minnow species, most species of sunfish and 
many other species thrive. 

In time, balance between fish communities and the reservoir 
becomes fairly stable except for isolated species of fish that have 
cyclic fluctuations in their number, such as crappie and white 
bass. Ultimately, however, the fish populations and other 
aquatic communities will stabilize, usually within a period of 
five years after impoundment. 

Final fish population levels and species diversity are usually 
quite different and unique to each impoundment. Physical 
topography of the reservoir, land use, water quality, native fish 
populations, man's utilization and conservation efforts are the 
determining factors. 

Regardless of an impoundment's character, below the dam, 
the tailwater presents a very harsh environment to fish and 
other organisms that happen to be on the down side of the dam. 
Water is released through the dam at irregular schedules, and 
water temperatures and levels fluctuate dramatically. This can 
create survival and spawning problems for fish as well as for the 



aquatic organisms which may serve as their food sources. 
Stocking trout can establish a good tailwater fishery, if the 

water released is of sui table temperature with high oxygen 
content and an adequate minimum flow can be established. An 
adequate minimum flow could help to stabilize this harsh 
environment and reduce dramatic fluctuations in water 
temperature and levels. This stability could provide a more 
hospitable world for the trout as well as the trout angler. 

Other species such as striped bass also are affected. The 
survival and viability of striped bass eggs depend greatly upon 
water temperature and quali ty. Amount of flow is important in 
drawing adult stripers up-river into suitable spawning areas and 
in keeping the semi-bouyant eggs in suspension . Unfortunately 
for fish and anglers, however, the amount of minimum flow 
established is based on the need to produce electricity rather 
than fisheries management needs. 

An intricate food chain makes the impoundment a miniature 
world of its own. Various plankton organisms float within the 
water column and other invertebrates dwell in the bottom 
sediments and detritus. Prey species, primarily the gizzard shad 
and threadfin shad, are filter feeders dependent upon these 
small organisms. In tum, crappie, largemouth bass, white ba5.5, 
striped bass, blue catfish and large channel catfish feed upon 
these prey species, particularly the threadfin shad. 

Several non-native fish have been stocked in the state's 
reservoirs. White bass, blue catfish , sauger, walleye, ra inbow 
trout, brown trout and flathead catfish lead the list of non
indigenous species while striped bass represent successful efforts 
to expand a native fish 's range. With each of the above, careful 
consideration must be given to potential impacts upon those 
aquatic species native to the state. 

Exotic fish such as the diploid grass carp, candiru catfish , 
electric eel, walking catfish , sea lamprey, stickleback, Mexican 
banded tetra, certain piranhas, and even aquatic vegetation 

such as the water hyacinth and hydrilla would pose health 
problems, compete with desirable species or otherwise deplete 
preferred aql!atic habitat. Thus, possession of these species 
within the s~ate is not allowed by law. 

THE LIVING LAKES 
Reservoirs, large and small , are much like living organisms. 

Although the lake environment can stand alone , the outside 
world continually exerts influences which can eventually cause 
its destruction . 

Extensive timbering of a watershed can cause water 
temperatures to rise, lowering dissolved oxygen levels. S ilt from 
the stripped land may cover preferred spawning habitat, suffocate 
developing fish eggs and reduce aquatic food organisms. As loss 
of the protective forest canopy decreases the land's ability to 
absorb pesticides and ferti lizers, associated stream pH values may 
change. Less tolerant fish types, many of which are considered 
the primary sport species, will begin to decline. Common 
furbearers such as otter and mink also will suffer greatly. 

Aquatic habitat does not stop at the streambank. With time, 
the lake will grow old and die just as people do. How fast it ages 
and how long it lives depends on what enters it. Organic matter 
and nutrients enter lakes from outside sources and through 
biological events occurring from within. The accumulation of 
nutrients in a lake is a process known as eutrophication , and it is 
one step in aquatic community succession . 

The eutrophication process, in any amount, accelerates the 
aging of aquatic systems. Small amounts of eutrophication , 
however, can actually increase a system's fertility and 
productivity if the incoming materials can be decomposed 
without seriously reducing the oxygen content. Lake Wateree is 
a good example of a system having its productivity increased by 
acceptable levels of eutrophicat ion. When eutroph ication is 
excessive and the supply of oxygen greatly reduced, fish 
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48-49. Lakes, like humans, are born and die. As deb-iis and 
sediments fill the shallow waters, plants such as the cattail speed the 
transirion from water back to land and provide habitat for "moist
dwellers" like the redwing blackbird. 

populations decline and anaerobic decomposition causes the 
formation of undesirable gases like methane and hydrogen 

sulfide. 
Nature constantly tries to change lakes, ponds and reservoirs 

from aquatic habitat to terrestrial habitat. Silt deposits begin a 
filling process. Eventually the lake shallows, higher 
phytoplankton counts occur, and oxygen and bottom-organism 
diversity decrease. Ultimately, vegetation grows along the 
edges, and natural plant succession progressively takes the place 
of aquatic habitat. 

Everyone has been into the back of a cove and observed 
filling in through siltation . The slowing of stream flow as it 
enters this still-water area causes the silt load to drop, and 
erosion caused by watershed run-off contributes to the 
establishment of "new land." 

This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of soil and water 
conservation in South Carolina, and despite some real progress, 
siltation is still with us. Poorly-managed agricultural lands and 
areas cleared for development lose almost five tons of soil per 
acre per year, accounting for about thirteen million tons of 
erosion annually. South Carolina still consists of approximately 
31,000 square miles, but the state is smaller in the sense that its 
surface has long been washing away. Water-borne sediment 
enters rivulets, creeks and streams to become part of the aquatic 
habitat that eventually finds its way into impoundments. 

The state's mountainous northwest comer is especially 
vulnerable to erosion and siltation. Streams shimmer and ripple 
through the mountains at elevations of 1,000 to about 3,350 
feet above mean sea level. The surrounding terrain falls away in 
moderate to steep slopes. It is quite fashionable to build summer 
vacation homes upon mountainsides, homes with a view of a 
valley, a river or at least a stream. But there is a problem with 
development along the peaks and folds of the Appalachians. 

Tremendous sheets of rainwater wash those angled peaks for 
the Blue Ridge escarpment has the highest rainfall in the 
eastern United States. Soils are extremely unstable and prone to 
rapid erosion when vegetation is removed and the land is 
disturbed. Steep slopes, highly erodable soils, heavy rainfa ll and 
a very sensitive aquatic ecosystem combine to make this a 
high-risk area challenging foresters, soil experts, biologists and 
others who must keep mountain habitat from going the way of 
lost forests, vanquished wetlands and a piedmont just beginning 

to recover from cotton. 
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50-51. Stocking and forest management enabled deer and turkey populations not only to come back but to thrive. Quail, however, continue 
to suffer habitat loss as agriculture maintains its emphasis on efficiency and large, "machinable" tracts. 

A CONSERVATION ETHIC'S BIRTH 
Only 300 years ago, clear streams carried native brook trout 

through dark green forests where wildlife flourished. The 
C herokee Indian's "Great Blue Hills of God" provided a majestic 
setting for hunting and fishing in harmony with a natural world 
as yet virtually undiscovered by the white man. 

In looking back it is easy to see the enduring damage these 
uses wrought on both game and nongame species dependent 
upon wilderness habitat. Yet, as with our forefathers, our sight 
often dims when viewing the future impact of present actions. 
In our ancestors' day, as in our own, sportsmen and naturalists 
were among the first to recognize this-decimation of wild 
populations. 

As the era of scratch farming came to a close, people 
recognized that something must be done to protect wildlife and 
its deteriorated and declining habitat. 

While early laws and programs were mainly concerned with 
the enforcement of game and fish laws to regulate or prohibit 
the taking of various species, the first game management area in 
the state's western piedmont section was established by a 
fledgling South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department in 
1952. Deer and turkeys from the Francis Marion National Forest 
soon were returned to the upstate through stockings of U.S. 
Forest Service lands, and in 1955 more game management areas 
were established in the central piedmont section . Shortly 

thereafter, the state legislature authorized the wildlife department 
to lease lands in order to establish game management areas. 

In 1960, the Wateree Area, 21,000 acres belonging to 
Westvaco and Duke Power in the central piedmont, became the 
first game management area consisting totally of private lands. 

Stocked turkeys adapted to the piedmont, and in 1967 
turkeys trapped there were distributed to still other piedmont 
areas. That same year, approximately 250 deer from the Francis 
Marion and Union Camp Corporation's Palmetto Bluff property 
in Beaufort County were stocked in the piedmont and the 
mountains. 

1971 was a pivotal year for wildlife and hunting, for the 
forerunner of today's state Wildlife Management Area Program 
was established providing public access to one million acres of 
land. By 1976, a statewide wild turkey restoration program had 
begun on private lands. Tracts of 5,000 acres or more with 
suitable habitat for long-range management were stocked with 
turkeys. 

With modem forestry's clear-cut practices that generate edge 
growth while leaving hardwood bottoms that would be less 
productive for pines, deer and turkey now prosper in South 
Carolina. 

Small game populations of rabbits and quail , however, are 
down in numbers and distribution since their peak during the 
scratch farm era. Too many sportsmen and landowners place 
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52-5 3. Armed with ignorance and prejwliced against nature's 
"balance keepers, " men once killed every predator possible. 
Red-tailed hawks and others became "chicken hawks, " and 
the gray fox was portrayed as a sly villain thnt relentlessly stole game 
and poultry. Many predator species were hunted and trapped to 
near oblivion until wildlife science proved their worth as population 
controls for rats and mice. 

blame on predatory birds, foxes and bobcats. Making such broad 
assumptions solely on the knowledge chat these species prey on 
small game simplifies nature's complex ways. The true answer is 

in changed land use. 
Habitat such as the small brush-edged fa rm favors small game 

populations and also favors hawk, owl, bobcat and fox 
populations. C lean farming and vast tracts of mature pine 
timber favor neither small game nor the predators that actually 
depend upon small rodents for the vast majority of their diet. 

Consider, for example, the cotton rat, a notorious destroyer 
of quail nests and the major prey sought by foxes and bobcats. 
With the removal of foxes and bobcats, cotton rat populations 
can explode to devour the eggs and destroy the nests of quail. 
Those who would drive off foxes and bobcats in order to protect 
quail may instead achieve the destruction of their favor ite game 

bird. 
The increase in deer and turkey populations throughout 

South Carolina during the last two decades is attributable to a 
variety of factors: game management's establishment of seasons 
and bag limits, protection through enforcement of game 
regulations, introduction of these animals into previously 
occupied ranges, and, most importantly, restoration of suitable 
habitat. Where chis last factor exists, modem wildlife 
management techniques can effect similar results on ocher game 

and nongame species. 
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THE STRUGGLE AGAINST EXTINCTION 
The endangered American bald eagle and the Eastern brown 

pelican were some of the first species to receive such help from 
the wildlife department's Nongame and Heritage Trust Program. 
In 1976, no one knew for sure how many eagles nested in South 
Carolina. Obviously, however, their numbers were down 
considerably from past years when the state's nesting population 
was estimated to be around 60 pairs. Intensive aerial surveys in 
1977 located only 13 active eagle nests. A gcxx:I recovery of 
nesting eagles in the state has since been documented, and in 
1986, 38 active nests were located. 

Stringent controls of persistent pesticides, beginning wi th the 
ban of DDT in 1972, is directly related to, but not totally 
responsible for, the improvement in eagle numbers. Protection 
of these majestic birds and of their nest sites by designating off 
limits buffer strips during the nesting season also serves a major 
role. 

Likewise, control of toxic pesticides and protection of nesting 
grounds are credited wi th the dramatic recovery of the brown 
pelican population from the federally endangered species list in 
1985·. In 1982, 6,600 pairs were counted in South Carolina as 

compared to 1,100 pairs estimated in 1970. 
Other impressive gains in the conservation of South Carolina 

bird life have been made recently. The peregrine fa lcon once 
nested at two eyries in the mountains of South Carolina: Table 
Rock and Caesars Head. It, too, was affected by the post-World 
War II DDT era which resulted in the concentration of 
persistent pesticides in the tissues of the small birds the peregrine 
fed upon. In 1985, after an absence of 40 to 50 years, peregrines 
were stocked in the South Carolina mountains, primarily 
because the habitat is still healthy and able to support them. 

A lthough no bird, with the possible exception of the secretive 
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54-55. The struggle far survival goes on as animal.sand plants along 
our continent's edge continue to suffer man-made and natural 
problems. Loggerhead sea turtles lose nesting habitat to the mass of 
humanity longing to live near the Atlantic. Laws must protect 
dune-anchoring vegetation such as sea oats from indiscriminate 
des truction. Though recovered from the devasta tion of DDT, the 
resurging Eastern brown pelican must contend with spring tides and 
stcrrms which can quickly wash away its rookeries. 

and little-known Bachman's warbler, is on the verge of 
disappearing from the state, the fate of some like the rare and 
beautiful swallow-tailed kite may depend upon choices in our 
future use of habitat. 

Studies show that as much as a third of a kite's home range 
may consist of wet loblolly pine sites and that some clearings 
and marshland are beneficial. While the swallow-tailed kite 
seems to tolerate a variety of forest age and stand classes, large 
wetland areas are believed to be critical to its survival. 

While some birds have suffered from habi tat alteration , many 
amphibian species have actually benefited. Species which lay 
eggs in bodies of water and undergo an aquatic larval stage have 
adapted to using ditches, pits and other man-made bodies of 
water as breeding sites. Many of these smaller, temporary 
man-made bodies of water harbor no fish populations which 
might prey on amphibian larvae, and this makes them ideal 
breeding sites. 

Unlike many species that declined because of habitat loss, 
the American alligator suffered from over-harvest, both legal 

and illegal. The alligator is undergoing a change in status in 
South Carolina and will be reclassified to "threatened, similarity
of-appearance," throughout the state. This federally designated 
status is intended to allow alligator population management 
while protecting other endangered crocodilians from being 
taken by those who can 't discern species' differences. 

Populations of the loggerhead sea turtle, another reptilian, 
have declined because of a number of factors: loss of beachfront 
nesting habitat , harvesting of eggs by humans, predation on 
eggs by feral pigs, raccoons and other animals and by accidental 
drowning in shrimp trawler nets. Protecting nest sites and the 
testing of new turtle exclusion devices for commercial shrimpers 
may yet stem the state's declining loggerhead numbers. 







56. Managed forests' short rotation pines provide a multitude of services and products to man but poor habitat for wild species, except during 
the first and last years of the forestry cycle. Recent trends toward smaller clearcuts and the preservation of hardwood drains have dramatically 
increased the comparability between modem forestry and wildlife management. 

While the loggerhead's problems focus on nesting habitat 
and offshore fishing activity during the nesting season, declines 
of a less-noticeable turtle focus on year-round habitat. The 
gopher tortoise, a large land-dwelling turtle found only on sand 
ridges along the Savannah River and other streams, is listed as a 
state endangered species. The tortoise constructs a burrow, 
sometimes as deep as eight feet and as long as 20 feet, in sandy 
habitat. Temperatures in a tortoise burrow remain relatively 
constant, approximately 75 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit, 
throughout the year. 

Like many others that have adapted to a specialized habitat, 
the gopher tortoise is highly susceptible to habitat change. 
Short-rotation pine monoculture presents a problem as tortoise 
habitat historically consisted of longleaf pine patches 
interspersed with openings maintained by periodic fires that 
allowed the growth of grasses, cacti and other small plants 
which provide food for the tortoise. Densely-planted pine stands 
have closed the canopy of much tortoise habitat making sunlight 
unavailable to food plants and causing a change in the plant 
species composition . 

If the tortoise is to survive in South Carolina, this habitat 
must be protected and managed. Several species that co-evolved 
with the gopher tortoise -the gopher frog, gopher snake and 
gopher cricket-depend on the same habitat, thus illustrating 
the dependencies that exist in nature. 

While we know the interrelationships among some species 
and the environment, the habits and dependencies of others are 
not so clear. Pollution of feeding grounds, low-salinity areas of 
estuaries and tidal rivers such as the Black, Waccamaw, Edisto, 
Pee Dee and Combahee are interacting factors thought to be 
involved in the decline of the shortnose sturgeon. A federally 
endangered species throughout its range, including South 
Carolina, this primitive-looking bottom feeder moves from 
saline estuaries into freshwater rivers to spawn from February to 
April. Stemming the degradation of its spawning waters may be 
the key to its eventual return from endangered status. 

The pine barrens treefrog, first disco_vered in South Carolina, 
lives here only in Richland, Kershaw, Chesterfield and Marlboro 
counties. The major problem facing this small animal appears to 
be plant succession. Without natural and man-made fires to 
disturb the forest's natural growth, much of the pine barrens' 
preferred peat and shrub bogs have grown into thick gum 
swamps. 

Plants, too, need protection. The threat to native plants 
from collection for commercial or private purposes is greater 
than ever. People collect many plants for horticultural and 
medicinal purposes, as curiosities and sometimes just because 
they are rare. Currently only sea oats and Venus' flytraps are 
protected by law in South Carolina. 

Collection or destruction of sea oats on public property or on 

private property without the owner's consent is prohibited since 
the plants are vital in building and maintaining barrier island 
sand dunes. 

Venus' flytraps are endemic to a few coastal counties in South 
Carolina and North Carolina. Digging these plants from their 
native habitats for commercial sale as novelties is a serious 
threat that current law adequately addresses. 

The greatest threat to plants, as with animals, however, 
comes from loss of habitat. Rare members of the duck potato 
family, for example, are known only in specialized seepage · 
habitats of South Carolina and North Carolina. Ninety-five 
percent of these plants' known populations are found in the 
suburbs of the rapidly-urbanizing Greenville-Spartanburg area. 
Seventeen of the 2 7 colonies identified in 1984 have since been 
partly or completely destroyed. 

TURNING POINTS 
In South Carolina's transition from an agrarian to an 

industrial-leisure culture, demand for land and natural resources 
continues to outpace the resource, creating and intensifying 
many environmental problems. State-wide loss of natural area 
habitat, however, is still the most notable of these. 

Much of this alteration and destruction of natural areas has 
been inadvertent and happenstance, but many actions were 
planned and deliberate. 

The unprecedented growth of the leisure-oriented coast 
alone has consumed vast quantities of wildlife habitat. We don't 
have to be biologists to recognize the loss of beachfront when 
least terns begin flying inland to nest on the graveled roofs of 
K-Marts and shopping centers. 

Considering the vast years of change experienced by wildlife, 
fisheries and plant species in South Carolina, the profession of 
wildlife management has only recently entered the scene to 
direct these changes for the mutual benefit of nature and man. 
As highly-trained specialists, wildlife biologists know what must 
be done to protect and enhance natural populations. Why, 
then, do so many of us still cling to antiquated ideas and 
philosophies that ultimately must be dispelled if our remaining 
outdoor heritage is to survive ? 

Perhaps the answer lies in our quickness to dismiss those ideas 
that do not fulfill immediate wishes; perhaps we simply have 
taken for granted a life style steeped in outdoor traditions, thus 
viewing enjoyment of the outdoors as a right rather than as a 
privilege. Regardless of the answers we choose, we must not 
forget that man, too, is dependent on the delicate, often hidden 
interrelationships within nature's scheme of balance. 

With the approach of the twenty-first century we are at a 
turning point. Choices made now will determine the 
preservation or further loss of a diverse and rich South Carolina 
and our own well-being._-. 
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"LIKE WINDS AND 

SUNSETS, WILD 

THINGS WERE TAKEN 

FOR GRANTED UNTIL 

PROGRESS BEGAN TO 

DO AWAY WITH THEM. 

NOW WE FACE THE 

QUESTION WHETHER 

A STILL HIGHER 

'STANDARD OF LIVING' 

IS WORTH ITS COST IN 

THINGS NATURAL, 

WILD AND FREE." 

-ALDO LEOPOLD 
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E CAN NEVER GO BACK 
to "the way it was" when only the 

proud red man hunted a vast intact forest and fished pure 
streams and brooks. It is not possible or even desirable to halt 
progress. 

Prosperity, however, need not come with severe costs in 
terms of habitat and di versity of natural resources. We can 
lessen our impact on South Carolina's remaining natural 
lands by examining the difficult choices that lie ahead. 

We must recognize that the life styles we enjoy are largely 
dependent upon our state's outdoor resources-resources not 
so different, in spite of man's alterations, from those which 
attracted our forefathers to this land. We must understand 
that we cannot continue to take without giving back. We 
must base future actions upon the fact that our South 
Carolina will cease to exist unless remaining wildlife habitat 
is wisely managed and protected. 

Protecting unaltered habitat and limited resources is a vital 
task as our state begins to undergo yet another dramatic 
facelift in terms of demands from its human population. 

While we consider the state to be heavily rural, 
approximately 7 percent is already urbanized. Predictions for 
the year 2000 are that only 4 percent of the United States 
will be urbanized. 

Urban sprawl will crowd the future for man and wildlife 
alike. The U.S. Census Bureau predicts South Carolina's 
population will increase 14 percent by 1990. State authorities, 
however, expect a population increase of 20. 7 percent for 
South Carolina from 1980 to 1990. 

A comparison and analysis of all these statistics translate 
into a quandary of at least one million additional South 
Carolinians by 1990, each needing space to li ve and to enjoy 
outdoor recreation. 

As we spread from cities and towns, even more demands 
will threaten natural resources. Waterways, for instance, wi ll 
be expected to provide more drinking water, more cooling 
water, more hydropower, more waste removal and more 
pollutant dilution while providing more fishing, more 
swimming, skiing and boating. Dwindling habitat wi ll funnel 
man and wildlife into closer contact than ever. 

Wild areas will be surveyed for home sites, highways, 
schools, industrial sites, shopping centers, office buildings 
and other rypes of business locations. The specter of 
urbanization will loom larger at every turn before wildlife and 
natural areas management. 

By fa r, the greatest threat to wildlife will be the loss of 
habitat resulting from land clearing, conversion of hardwood 
areas to pine, swamp and marsh drainage, and stream 
channelization. 

An ever-growing population, especially on the coast, will 
continue to press for further development. As this occurs, 
more demands will be placed on water tables; increased 
pollution and loss of natural areas will adversely affect present 
populations of wading birds, fish and other wildlife species. 

Nine million acres of wetlands were lost nationwide from 
the 1950s to 1970s; eight million acres vanished from the 
Southeast alone. It's unlikely that wetland conversion rates 
wi ll decrease in the near future . 

We must learn from the results of our own and other states' 
actions. Louisiana loses thousands of square miles of coastal 
marsh each year because Mississippi River wetlands were 
channelized and drained. Attempts to drain the Everglades 
permitted saltwater intrusion into the southern third ofFlorida's 
freshwater supply. Demands from increasing development 
within our own coastal plain have lowered the water table, 
bringing saltwater intrusion into some counties' ground water. 
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60. Small game such as rabbits and quail will continue to decline unless landowners make conscious decisions to create small woodland 
openings and leave the brushy strips along fence rows and field edges that provide food and cover. With these and other species including deer 
and turkey, only a commitment to long-term preservation and management of habitat can guarantee future abundance. 
62-63. The choices are clear. Wild species, includingfurbearers like the bobcat (above) and mink (right), face their greatest threat in our 
continued conversion of habitat through land clearing, conversion of hardwood to short rotation pine stands, swamp and marsh drainage and 
stream channelization. 

FROM THE MISTAKES OF OTHERS 
Far too often, we ignore the consequences of our actions 

upon natural habitat and rationalize development within fragile 
areas on the basis that we are not certain of the proverbial 
"straw that broke the camel's back." We must not continue this 
form of Russian roulette with our environment. 

An attitude change among all natural resource users is the 
order of tomorrow. Public involvement and support will largely 
determine both the quantity and quality of "wild" lands and 
waterways in our future, and thus, our quality of life. The 
decisions wi ll not be easy ones, but we have highly trained 
natural resource managers to indicate what the various impacts 
of our options will be. 

Small game species illustrate one of the major challenges that 
we face. The majority of these animals and their habitat still 
occur on private lands, acreage for which the owners frequently 
have other management objectives. 

Years of management experience clearly prove that only on 
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lands where wildlife is the first and foremost management 
priori ty are optimum results obtained. Thus, public support is 
needed for state acquisition and long term management of 
natural areas carefully selected by an agency such as the wildlife 
department. As originally proposed, the land acquisition portion 
deleted from the 1986 Habitat Enhancement and Land 
Protection Program (HELP) would have provided such an 
option . Issuance of long term bonds would have provided the 
foundation for habitat purchases over the next decade. Costs to 
South Carolinians would have been all but unfelt in the wallet. 
Benefits would have been intensively managed, multiple-use 
areas throughout the state. 

Land acquisition alone, however, is not enough. At today's 
prices, much less future prices, the wildlife department cannot 
acquire enough land to assure the future existence of present 
plant and animal species. U ltimately, the future of wildlife 
depends on private and corporate landowners taking a renewed 
interest in the land and its associated resources. 





PROGRAMS FOR THE FUTURE 
Wildlife considerations are frequently least important when 

pitted against the economic necessities of other land uses. Ways 
must be found to make wildlife and its habitat more of a 

financial asset. 
Research may enable wildlife managers to further coordinate 

intensive agricultural and timber management practices with 
wildlife, thus easing the economic burden some landowners 
suffer when providing habitat, particularly for small game. 
Meanwhile, existing programs must suffice. 

The Conservation Reserve Program of the 1985 Farm Bill has 
the potential to increase small game habitat in rural America 
both immediately and for years into the future . Farmers with 
serious erosion problems may receive financial help from the 
federal government and improve wildlife habitat at the same 
time. But they must agree to hold land out of crop production 

for at least ten years. 
More programs of this type are needed throughout the North 

American continent. The trend of dwindling waterfowl breeding 
grounds in the northern United States and Canada might be 
reversed if farmers could benefit financially by leaving and 
restoring natural potholes and associated brushy shoreline cover. 

The North American Waterfowl Management Plan 
(NAWMP) , signed jointly this past May by the U.S. and 
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Canada, calls for cooperation of national governments, states, 
territories, private conservation organizations, companies and 
individuals. Objectives are designed to maintain populations of 
ducks at levels their habitat can support, thus satisfying those 
who use and enjoy this resource. Structured to extend to the 
year 2000, the NAWMP wi ll be reviewed and updated every 

five years. 
Provided we maintain existing wintering habitat , waterfowl 

wi ll continue to come to South Carolina because of its 
geographical location in the Atlantic Flyway. Though national 
waterfowl populations collectively are down, the adaptation of 
imported Canada geese and mottled ducks to our area plus a 
revived wood duck population within the state have the potential 
for ensuring that waterfowl will remai n a part of our future. 

The wood duck's story is one in which state waterfowl 
biologists justifiably take pride. Intensive statewide management 
efforts, assisted by funds from state duck stamp sales, produce 
thousands of wood duck nest boxes annually, reversing effects of 
the habitat destruction that once played a major role in heading 
the colorful woodie toward extinction . With an annual nesting 
population estimated at more than 40,000 birds and a minimum 
of 13,489 ducklings produced in these boxes during 1985, the 
outlook for the state's wood duck population seems particularly 

bright. 

64-65. The wood duck's status as 
number one in South Carolina 
waterfowlers' bags and successfully 
established populations of home
grown Canada geese provide proof 
that we have the knowledge and the 
means to manage wildlife. We must 
rethink our definition of progress and 
develop programs that will fulfill our 
responsibilities to the land. 
66-67. Protection of our wintering 
habitat is critical to migratory 
waterfowl such as the redhead drake, 
but we must also push for national 
and international programs that will 
protect and restore northern nesting 
grounds. 

~ 

A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE 
While there is still much that must be done to assure a future 

abundance of wildlife such as the wood duck, there also are 
other reasons for optimism. Future generations of South 
Carolinians will enjoy some of the outdoor treasures our 
forefa thers too often took for granted. Wildlife management 
areas, refuges, parks, state and national forests will preserve vital 
wild lands. Management for ma,"Ximum benefits to wildlife and 
multiple public enjoyment can be assured through cooperation 
among the involved agencies and public support. 

S imilar cooperation and support are even more vital, 
however, on private lands and waters. As previously noted , the 
demands of other management priorities often take precedent 
here. Local interests also may frustrate optimum wildlife and 
fishery management. Our larger streams and reservoirs provide 
prime examples. 

Imagine your favorite lake. Whether you use it for fishing, 
skiing, sailing or swimming, if it is free of noxious weeds, has 
clean water with good watershed management and controlled 
shoreline development, then it is everybody's favorite lake. 
Whatever is good for fishery management is good for reservoir 
management, and good reservoir management provides positive 
benefits for all water sports enthusiasts. 

Control of the impoundment's water level is one of the most 
valuable management tools possible. By manipulating water 
levels the fishery manager can concentrate fish for population 
studies, assist successful spawning of selected species, disrupt the 
spawning of undesirable species and control noxious weeds. 

Imagine the future potential for habitat enhancement in 
Lake Marion if aquatic vegetation could routinely be exposed. 
Imagine the efficiency in confining Lake Wateree's tremendous 
shad population to a smaller pool stage where natural aquatic 
predators could forage with greater success. 

Lake drawdowns are seldom possible, however, where the 
operating authority owning the dam determines water levels 
based on rainfall and electrical power demand. Thus, only two 
reasonable management tools remain: implementation of rules 
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and regulations designed to control harvest of game fish and the 

stocking of game fish . 
Wild creatures, whether game, fowl or fish , do not know or 

care in which legislative district they li ve nor should 

management regulations be predicated on that basis. In spite of 

this fac t, stocking is the action most often demanded by 
sportsmen , far too many of whom perceive it as the answer to all 

ills. 
Indeed , stocking can be effective when using species selected 

to perform an identified task or fill an unused niche or space 
within the complex food web and characteristics of a particular 

aquatic or terrestrial habitat. When done unnecessari ly, 
however, stocking may be ineffective or even harmfu l to other 

desirable species. 
Responding to specific management needs of an individual 

species or habi tat type is difficult enough with no con trol over a 

reservoir's water levels or objectives on private lands. The 

management situation becomes a ll but impossible with time 

limits imposed by legislative involvement in the setting of 
harvest limits. Instead of having adequate control, the wildlife 

and fishery manager's situa tion is analogous to driving a car with 

an unpredictable steering wheel. 

ADAPTATION OR EXTINCTION 
In spite of management complexities, South Carolina's 

waters and lands will continue to play a major role in recreation 

and tourism . Managers, like the species and lands they are 

charged with caring fo r, must adapt to changing situations. 
Adapting our needs to work within , rather than against, the 

needs of our natural environment is vita l. If nature has taught us 

anything, it must be that adaptation will key survival of the 

fittest , whether it be wildlife species or man. 
Highly adaptable species such as the coyote wi ll prosper and 
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68-69. Wild/if e and freshwater 
fi sh species, including brown 

trout ( above) and striped bass 
(right) , do not recognize 
property lines or political 

boundaries. Future decisions 
concerning their management 

must be based on sound 
knowledge of their needs and 

habits rather than personal 
wishes and ideas. 
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thrive in spite of our habitat alterations. At the present rate 
populations of this versatile predator are expanding, a complete 
saturation of all sui table habitat in South Carolina could occur 
in the next 30 to 40 years. 

The opposite is true of rare and endangered species, which 
may be tem1ed habitat restrictive. Species such as the pine 
barrens tree frog, the Eastern brown pelican and the loggerhead 
sea turtle have evolved themselves into ecological comers. 
Their only way out depends on our active protection and 
management of isolated pockets of specialized habitat for shelter, 
breeding and food. 

Too often, however, man wants the habitat rare species need. 
In the future, we must choose between life and extinction by 
altering habitat or returning it to highly specialized species like 
the peregrine falcon with nowhere else to go. Restoration, 
habitat monitoring and the acquisition and protection of habitat 
like the 10,000-acre Mountain Bridge in Greenville County 
may help to secure the peregrine's future in South Carolina. 

We tend to show minimal concern for many species with 
which we have little or no contact. "Out of sight; out of mind" 
is the way an old adage puts it. This has been the case with 
many endangered species such as the manatee, the shortnose 
sturgeon and ochers. With ocher wildlife and plant species, little 
concern is shown because we believe them to exist in great 
abundance. Such is the case with invertebrates. 

Relatively few invertebrates ocher than crabs, shrimp and 
oysters seem of economic importance to South Carolinians. 
Many are considered pests, either to agriculture or man. 

Such is not always the case. 

70-71. Like the coyote that is 
now entering our state, we 
must adapt our life styles to 
prosper with the natural 
environment rather than seek to 
conquer. Many seemingly 
insignificant species like the 
crayfish can serve us as 
barometers warning of ground 
water deplerion and pollurion 
and of other environmental 
problems. 

Some of these small animals offer hope as environmental 
monitors in our battle against pollution. Freshwater clams and 
snails, especially, are intolerant of chemical pollution and 
siltation. Insects such as the larval stages of May flies and stone 
flies are intolerant to decreases in water quality such as those 
brought about by oxygen-demanding wastes. Thus, their 
presence or absence hints of problems in the aquatic 
environment, and their diversiry can be used to estimate degrees 
of pollution. 

Despite insects' abundance and diversity, several species are 
considered rare in our state. Encroachment into saltmarsh 
habitat has already threatened some grasshopper species, and a 
species of scarab beetle endemic to mountain bogs may already 
have been extirpated from our state due to habitat alteration . 

Crawfish, particularly the burrowing species, also are 
indicators of alterations in habitat qualiry. Though often located 
a considerable distance from surface waters, crawfish burrows 
contact subsurface water. Lowered ground water levels and 
pollution can severely impact types and condition of crawfish 
found in an area. 

In spite of past and current research , we know relatively little 
of the potential benefits to man and the environment offered by 
the vast numbers of animal and plant species found within our 
world. This alone provides reason for concern when any species 
is threatened with extinction. The small species which passes 
unnoticed might take with it an answer to future problems in 
our own survival. 
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Plants used for medicinal purposes must be protected so that 
they are not collected to extinction's brink. Digging of some 
plant species from native habitats for commercial sale threatens 
to become such a problem that laws against it may become 
necessary. Heavy collection pressure could make ginseng rare in 
the future. 

With many species, it is the grandeur of what is or once was 
that spurs our efforts on their behalf. Such is the case with 
efforts toward the ultimate return of American chesmut forests. 

French researchers have saved diseased stands ofblight
infected European chestnut by converting "killer" blight into 
weakened strains that infect trees but don't kill them. In effect, 
the French have created a vaccine that promises hope for the 
future of the American chesmut. Someday, towering stands of 
chesmut trees may again cloak South Carolina's mountainsides, 
hills and bottom lands. Perhaps our descendants wi ll appreciate 
that unlike our ancestors who spoiled the land, we tried to 
restore its lost majesty. 

A TIME OF DECISIONS 
If those who inherit our land someday suffer through a 

version of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring it will probably be due to 
habitat loss. Agriculture, the biggest influence on South 
Carolina's wi ldlife habitat, wi ll continue to become more 
efficient in order to be more cost-effective. Where the trend has 
been toward larger fields producing less edge and diversity, hope 
now comes from recent indications that small fa rms being 
managed by part-time farmers are likely to increase. 

A return of the small farm's hedgerow-edge would bode well 
for small game, songbirds and hawks. Increased populations of 
these species coupled with present management programs for 
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72-73. Rare and endangered 
species such as these f,-agile 
spicier lilies, found only on 
rocky shoals along a few Fall 
Line streams, and the 
diminutive pine ban-ens treefrog 
illustrate all life's dependence on 
habitat. A civilization that 
cannot find space for these and 
other wild species cannot hope 
to ensure its own survival. 
74-75. Man is the only creature 
capable of drastic environmental 
alterations on a vast scale. Yet, 
we have created no beauty to 
1ival even that of a single 
cardinal singing in the spring 
trees. 
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76-77. With a drastic 
population influx predicted 
before the 21st centUJ)', the 
state's lands, waters and 
wildlife constitute our most 
coveted resources. We have 
brought the osprey back from 
predicted extinction. Surely we 
can also bring greater prosperity 
to South Carolina without 
compromising the uniqueness of 
the outdoors that all who come 
here cherish. 

others and preservation of natural habitat would bode well for 
South Carolina and its citizens, aesthetically and financially. 

In 1980, 99.8 million Americans went afield for a diversiry of 
wildlife-based activities. In the process, they spent some $41 
billion . 

During that same year, South Carolinians' hunting and 
fishing expendinires and output alone contributed some $702 
million to the state's economy, a total greater than the state's 
combined production values of soybeans, com, tobacco, cotton 
and other crops for the year. Including such related expenditures 
as collecting wildlife art , buying photographic , camping, hiking 
and other equipment and services results in an industry of$ I 
billion or greater. 

The conclusion is inescapable: wildlife and the various fonns 
of associated outdoor recreation are big business, contributing 
significantly to the economy. 

Sti ll , resource managers traditionally have problems when 
faced with detern1ining economic justification for management 
and habitat protection as compared to other land uses. 
Developers of foresters, for example, can come up with exact 
figures on what 100, 1,000 or 10,000 acres of land are worth in 
tern1s of development potential for home and industry sites or 
timber harvest sales. 

Perhaps resource managers and ecologists also need to think 
in tenns of land clearing and construction. What amount of 
money and time would be required to provide similar services to 
those of the habitat in question? 

A standing forest, fo r example, provides absorption of carbon 
diox ide, oxygen production , control of water tables and erosion , 
settling of particulate pollutants out of our atmosphere, rain 
water purification and many more services. All are free of 
charge. What would it cost to consm1ct, operate and maintain 
the acres of machines required to reproduce these services? 
Could these man-made creations also provide an outdoor 
recreational industry and aesthetic opportunities? 

Warnings that our "land of plenry" is delicate have been 
expressed by Bartram, Muir, Thoreau, Leopold and countless 
others. Unfommately, too few have heeded them. 

For wildlife populations to exist in abundance in the funire, 
habitat protection and management and its support must be 
shared by all. 

We can control and monitor events impacting the 
environment. We can protect the wild creanires living in South 
Carolina. We can preserve and even improve their future 
habitat. We can provide a better life for the wild species utilizing 
the land and water, not the least of which is man. 

Each of us has lost something in the drive for prosperi ry that 
should be rediscovered. We have a debt to repay by making 
selfless choices that preserve the integriry of the natural world. 

It is possible. We li ve in an age of technological 
enlightenment that equips us with the necessary tools, expertise 
and techniques. But most of all, we have the perspective 
provided by the mistakes of those before us. Armed with that 
knowledge, we have no excuse for fa ilure .. • 
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